in the past year were for materials for which only one or two copies are available in the state.

The OhioLINK Gopher and Central Catalog are available via the Internet telnet address cat.ohiolink.edu.

**RLG initiates new record service with Casalini Libri**
The Research Libraries Group (RLG) has launched a new service for its users—direct access to and local use of major book vendor records—with the addition of over 18,000 in-process records, created by the Italian book dealers Casalini Libri from 1994 through July 1995, to the RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network) Books file.

The Casalini records may be exported from RLIN to the local system to create order records or local cataloging.

“We are very pleased about this new venture,” said Michele Casalini. “It has been one of our primary concerns over the years to offer a bibliographic information service as complete as possible to libraries abroad. We are delighted that this information can now be of assistance for acquisitions and cataloging, thereby saving library staff a great deal of time.”

**ALA gets own Internet server**
ALA is installing its own Internet server. Please be sure to use the @ala.org addresses to reach ALA and ACRL staff, instead of the numbers previously issued. Generally, ALA Internet addresses take the form of firstname.lastname@ala.org. For a list of ACRL staff e-mail addresses, see page 797 of this issue in the Annual Report, or you can refer to the “Meet the ACRL Staff” article on page 648 of the October issue of C&RL News.

**Ohio University celebrates two million volumes**
Ohio University (OU) Libraries celebrated its growth to two million volumes with the addition of John C. Baker: An Oral History to its collections. Ohio University was founded in 1804, and Baker was its 14th president, serving from 1945 to 1961. The book, Baker’s autobiography, was published by Ohio University Press and was formally presented to the libraries in October at a ceremony to celebrate Baker’s 100th birthday and the 50th anniversary of the Ohio University Foundation, an organization created by Baker.

---

**Got Books Here: A Poem**
Got books here; lotsa books: books by the score, by the peck or bushel: books.

Getcher books here! red hot economics, business and sports books; Pete Giddings with the weather in A.V.

Current events, ancient history, latest mysteries; Stephen King—anything.

You want it, we got it: books on tape, on CD-ROM; music and art ala carte.

Books here, getcher books!

Got magazines too; newspapers—ain’t no finer bird cage liner—right here, got ’em right here: getcher books.

Sick ’n’ tired of the information superhighway? Getcher books at the information parking lot!

Rent by the semester! No charge—just bring ’em back on time: getcher books!


They’re what we got: you really ought to try ’em—books.

We got books here.

—Brian Kunde. Stanford University Libraries (Reprinted with permission of the author)
When it comes to accuracy... there’s no comparison!

Compare Books-in-Print Plus and The Title Source... and you can see for yourself that The Title Source is far more accurate. Not just the March, 1995 edition, but any month you choose to compare.

Which is particularly impressive when you consider that Baker & Taylor's The Title Source also provides more information. In fact, it's the most comprehensive CD-ROM title database available of book, audio and video titles-in-print, out-of-print and forthcoming. Over 1.8 million titles on one disk!

Sound overwhelming? Not at all. The Title Source is extremely user friendly and there are over 75,000 subject headings that enable you to access the exact information you need quickly and easily.

How can one source provide more information... more accurately... month in, month out? Because Baker & Taylor is the source. Our long-standing relationships with the world's publishers insure that we have the most current title information, which is why there are over 130,000 updates to The Title Source each and every month.

The Title Source from Baker & Taylor is truly incomparable. For more information on this powerful reference tool and our flexible subscription plans, call 1 (800) 775-1800. International customers, please fax 1 (908) 429-4037.

Subscribe to the World Edition!

With over 2.5 million American, British, Canadian, Australian and European English-language titles on a single monthly CD-ROM, The Title Source, World Edition, is the world's most comprehensive reference tool. Features include:

- U.S., U.K., and Australian editions listed side-by-side
- Cover price in U.S. dollars, U.K. pounds, or Australian dollars
- Comprehensive search options—from country of origin to key words.

Baker & Taylor
Information and Entertainment Services
©1995 Baker & Taylor
Puzzled about Collection Assessment?

We can make it fit together for you.

WLN Conspectus & RLG Conspectus Support

Collection Assessment Manual & Training

Collection Analyses & BCL3 Comparisons

PC and MAC Software and Training

Call Sally Loken at WLN Collection Assessment Services
800-352-5956 or email to loken@wln.com